Turkish Cast On
BY REBECCA DANGER
I love the Turkish cast on! It creates an invisible start for
knitting in the round. It may sound tricky or even impossible, yet it’s actually very simple and amazing. I use it in
only a few places in 50 Yards of Fun, but you can use it for
working in the round whenever you don’t want your cast
on to show, like in a pair of toe-up socks.
Sometimes for toys, I actually prefer the cast-on edge
to show, such as in the Basic Peanut Body (page 17 of 50
Yards of Fun), where I pick up the legs along the cast-on
edge. But if you don’t need to see the cast-on edge, feel
free to use this cast on liberally!
For the patterns that call for Turkish cast on, such as the
Basic Biscuit Body (page 51), you’ll need one circular needle
long enough for the Magic Loop method.
Make a slip knot in your working yarn and place it
on one needle. (You don’t need much of a tail, just long
enough to weave in when you’re done.) Hold the two
needle tips together with the slipknot on the bottom needle.

Keep wrapping until you have half the called-for number
of stitches on your top needle. Then, with the working yarn
held in the back of your work, pull out the back needle and
use it to begin working in the round using the Magic Loop
method. Simply knit into the first loop on your front needle.

Continue to knit into all of the loops on the front needle.

With the working yarn coming up from behind your
needles, wrap the yarn around both needles.
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Then, as for the Magic-Loop method, turn around to
the stitches on your back needle tip and slide the slipknot off your needle tip. (You don’t want to knit into the
slipknot; it’s just there to hold your yarn in place to get
started.) Now knit into the loops on this needle as you did
with the front needle.

Look at that start. What—you can’t see it? I know. That’s
the point!
If you’d like more information on creating a Turkish cast
on, go to ShopMartingale.com/50-yards-extras.html for my
video tutorial.
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